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Welcome back!  
We hope you had a relaxing Easter, as we are now looking forward to 
another fun term of learning in Year 2! Reading books will continue 
to be changed on a Thursday. Please ensure your child is reading 
every day for 5 minutes and that you sign their planner. They will also 
be able to change their library book every Tuesday. We hope the 
children continue to read and enjoy the selection of books from the 
reading corner in our classroom. These books can be changed when 
they have finished reading them.  

 English 
In English, children will be looking at a variety of text types, 
including narratives, information texts and non-chronological 
reports. The children are already enjoying reading ‘The Tear 
Thief’, which will inspire their writing. 

 Maths 
Our weekly times table challenge is on a Wednesday. This 
term, we will be developing our problem solving skills to help 
us choose efficient methods to answer calculations. We will 
also explore different measurements, including time and 
mass, capacity and temperature.  

 
Topic 
Our topic this term is ‘Fly high, touch the sky!’ Within this topic, we 
will be learning about the first aeroplane flight. We have already made 
a replica of the plane that the Wright brothers made! We will be 
exploring the world’s seven continents and five oceans and will be 
designing and creating a moving vehicle to travel around the world. In 
science, we will be identifying and comparing the suitability of 
different materials. 

PE days and routines 
This term, our P.E. days are Tuesday and Friday. We will be developing our 
running, throwing and catching skills whilst playing team games. Please ensure 
your child has full P.E. kit in school for these days and that it is clearly 
labelled with their name. Please remove earrings if your child cannot do this 
independently.  
 

Follow us on Twitter! 

Our class has a Twitter account. Parent, carers and friends who 

follow us get a chance to see the exciting things that happen in 

our class.  Setting up a Twitter account is quick and easy – why 

not join and then you could follow us too? 

Follow us @Oakfield Y2 


